Road Test

Specifications
NOVARA VERITA

7. Crank spindle height

Sizes available: small, medium,
large, extra large
Size tested: Large (21 1/2 in.)
Weight: 25 1/4 lbs. (without
pedals, with fenders)
TEST BIKE MEASUREMENTS
1. Seat tube: 21 1/2 in.

mm, 50/34 chainrings

9. Wheelbase: 40 7/8 in.

18. Cassette: SRAM

PG1050 10-speed
11,12,13,15,17,19,22,25,28,32

10. Standover height: 32 3/4 in.
11. Frame: Reynolds 520 double-

19. Chain: SRAM PC-1031

butted chromoly. Eyelets for
racks and fenders; bosses for
two bottle cages; cable stops
for front/rear derailers and
brakes; braze-on mount for
front derailer

20. Brake-shift levers: SRAM Apex
21. Front/rear derailers:

SRAM Apex
22. Brakes: Shimano BR-R650
23. Pedals: None

12. Fork: Flat-crowned, lugged

(center to top)
2. Top tube: 21 7/8 in. (virtual);

21 1/4 in (actual)
3. Head tube angle: 70°
4. Seat tube angle: 72.5°

24. Seat post: Kalloy, silver,

chromoly. Low-rider mounts
at mid-fork with fender and
rack eyelets at dropouts;
dynamo mounting guides.

6. Bottom bracket drop: 2 1/2 in.
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25. Stem: Kalloy, silver
26. Handlebar: FSA Wing Compact,

Contact: REI, 800-426-4840,
rei.com.

black, 44 cm (center to center)

13. Rims: Weinmann SEC-16,

5. Chainstays: 17 in.

Gearing in inches

17. Crankset: SRAM Apex GXP, 175

8. Fork offset: 2 in.

Price: $1,299

Novara Verita

16. Bottom bracket: SRAM GXP

above ground: 11 1/4 in.

32-hole

27. Headset: FSA Orbit MX

14. Hubs: Joytech

28. Saddle: Velo

15. Tires: Schwalbe Marathon

29. Fenders: Stainless steel,

GreenGuard, 700Cx25

full coverage

by Patrick o’grady

➺ My parents were children during
the 1930s, and while they grew into a
comfortable, middle-class adulthood,
they never forgot the lessons of the
Great Depression.
Pennies were not exactly pinched
in our family, but Mr. Lincoln often
seemed slightly ill at ease in Mom’s
clutches.
Jeans were more likely to be
cheap K-Mart knockoffs than
Levis. Orange juice derived from a
sensible frozen concentrate instead
of from a Space Age jar of powdered
Tang. And bicycles invariably came
from J.C. Higgins, Roadmaster, or
Western Flyer instead of Schwinn
or Raleigh.
Our parents claimed to be unable
to distinguish between the frugal and
the fashionable. Those blue-lightspecials with the purple stitching
looked just like a pair of Levi’s 501s,
they argued, and at less than half
the price, too! Likewise the OJ that
never went to space and the bikes
that came from hardware stores, like
wheelbarrows.
But we could tell the difference,
and often said so. Loudly.
As my wife is fond of saying, “This
is reason No. 1,485,398 why we don’t
have children.”
Since we need not fear the deferred
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For online video, see
adventurecycling.org/
novaraverita

vengeance of adult offspring still
stinging from imaginary childhood
deprivations, a bit of payback often
delivered when the time comes to pick
a nursing home, I can buy anything I
damn’ well please. Money is no object!
Accept no substitutes!
That means Levi’s (imported,
relaxed-fit 550s, it’s true, but still);
fresh-squeezed juice from organic
oranges (I finally got around to
reading the label on a jar of Tang);
and costly artisanal bicycles, framesets
made by American masters of the
craft and hung about with eyecatching velo-jewelry (you can take
my Nobilette just as soon as you pry
its Time ATACs from my cold, dead
Sidis).
But you know what? My mom and
dad were onto something. You needn’t
buy off the top shelf simply because
you can. And if you have children, you
probably shouldn’t, unless you want
to while away your golden years at
the Stalag 17 Elder Care Community
and Detention Center, playing
shuffleboard with a roommate’s
crutches and partial plate.
So, yeah, house brands are not
necessarily bad things. Take REI’s
Novara Verita, for example. Billed as
“a light touring bike,” the Verita starts
with a Reynolds 520 chromoly frame,
adds a 10-speed SRAM Apex group,
Schwalbe Marathon tires, and fenders,
and retails for just $1,299. Bring your
pedals and a couple of bottle cages to
the store and you can ride it home,
regardless of the weather.
My friend and colleague Charles
Pelkey reviewed REI’s Novara
Randonee in the February 2012
issue of Adventure Cyclist, and this
self-confessed bike snob called it “a
bargain at twice the price.”
Ditto the Verita. One of three
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Novara touring models, it’s versatile
enough for a broad range of purposes,
from commuting to touring to speedy
weekend throw-downs with your
buddies (as long as they’re riding steel
bikes, too).
Like the All-City Space Horse (see
the February 2013 issue) the Verita has
a pleasantly retro appearance, its “blue
magic” paintjob offset with gold bands,
white panels on both the down and
seat tube, and white accents on both
derailers, shifter paddles, crankset,
and the riveted Brooks-wannabe,
Novara-label Velo saddle.
Perforated black handlebar tape
completes the blast-from-the-past
look.
You’ll find eyelets for racks and
fenders fore and aft, including
low-rider mounts on the flatcrown, lugged chromoly fork,
which includes guides for a
dynamo-headlight cable. You’ll
also find fenders — they’re a stock
item, made of polished aluminum
and providing full coverage from
the elements for you and your
drivetrain.
Speaking of that drivetrain,
it’s all SRAM Apex, from the
DoubleTap brake-shift levers to the
11-32 rear derailer. Paired with the
175-millimeter compact crankset
and its 50/34 chainrings you have a
low end of 28 gear inches, three past
what technical editor John Schubert
recommends for steep grades and
tired legs. Incidentally, I was surprised
to find 175-millimeter cranks on a
bike this size; 172.5 millimeter seems a
better choice.
When it’s time to stop, the Verita
relies on Shimano BR-R650 longreach caliper brakes, which I found
more than adequate for dry conditions
(the flu in January and a sinus
infection in February kept me indoors
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on damp, chilly days).
The FSA Wing Compact handlebar
pairs nicely with the Apex brakeshift levers. The tops curve straight
to the hoods, providing two long
level spots to rest your hands just
short of the levers on long rides. The
125-millimeter of drop is likewise kind
to old folks like me with bad backs
who still like to ride in the hooks now
and then. And the flat-as-a-board
34-millimeter wing sections are great
for draping your forearms over the

bars if that’s your idea of a good time.
Wheels are silver 32-spoke
Weinmann SEC-16s wearing the
aforementioned Schwalbe Marathon
GreenGuard tires, in 700C x 25. Now
this is a nit I’ll pick. I had been riding
700C x 35 Freedoms by WTB Ryders
on a Kona Rove (see the April issue),
and dropping down to 25 millmeter
tires felt like trading comfy shoes for
ballet slippers. None of my personal
bikes rolls on anything skinnier than
28, and if I were buying the Verita, I’d
budget for that cushy $42 upgrade.
You’ll also want to pay close
attention to sizing. One problem with
buying off the rack, whether we’re
talking blue jeans or bicycles, is that
what fits you probably won’t fit me,
and vice versa.

The Verita comes in four sizes:
small, medium, large, and extra large.
REI sent me a large model to review,
but the bike felt small to me when I
went to pick it up. At six feet tall, I’m
at the top end of the large and the
bottom end of the extra large.
To achieve my favored upright
riding position, my local master
bike tech Andrew Koken swapped
out the stock Kalloy stem and
seat post, substituting an Origin-8
100-millimeter ProFit Series stem
with 17 degrees of rise (and 40
millimeter of spacers) and an
Origin-8 Compe-Lite seat post
with 20 millimeter of setback.
I could have tried riding an
extra large, but while the 22
5/8-inch top tube probably would
have been a better fit, the 34inch standover would have been
too much (my custom Nobilette
is a snug fit with 33 1/4 inches
of standover). So keep this in
mind if you like buying your gear
online.
These minor quibbles aside,
when all’s said and done, REI has hit
the mark with the Novara Verita. I
recommended it to anyone who’s in the
market for a reasonably priced, massproduced steel bike capable of doing
more than simply being your pack mule
from coast to coast wearing racks and
bags.
Sure, you can spend more — a lot
more — but why? The Novara Verita
will take you everywhere but to the
cleaners. And if you’re buying one for
your kid, it might just reserve you a bed
in that top-notch nursing home, too.

Blumenthal said. “The escort is a key
component of the program. The way it
typically works is that one parent with
one or two kids starts it. Then they go
through the neighborhood and pick
up more kids and more parents.”
One parent leads the way for the
group, one is in back, and one is in the
middle, making sure all the kids arrive
safely, and on time, to school.
Interested but Concerned

Another pillar of Bikes Belong is
the Green Lane Project, designed to
dramatically improve the bicycling
experience in cities by creating
separated and sometimes protected
bike lanes.
Blumenthal said the project doubled
the number of green lanes in cities in
2012 from 50 to 100, and in 2013, the
number could reach 200 or more.
“The largest group of U.S. cyclists

describe themselves as ‘interested
but concerned,’” Blumenthal said.
“They like the idea of riding but are
concerned about safety.”
The heart of any city is crowded
and crazy with trucks, buses, and cars
flying in every direction and generally
going too fast. Yet that’s where people
live and work, “and, as you know, half
of the trips Americans make are three
miles or less. The Green Lane Project
is focused on making bicycling safer
and easier in those cities,” Blumenthal
said.
The final pillar of Bikes Belong is
simply to tell the story of bicycling
well.
“The Arab oil embargo gave us
three of the best years for bike sales,
but I’m afraid that in the minds of
many elected officials, we became
linked with the environmental
conservation movement,” Blumenthal
said. “I swear to this day that direct
link has hurt us in some ways.”

The simple way to summarize what
Blumenthal wants is to say he’d like
bicycling to become mainstream in
America.
Patrick Seidler, chief executive
officer of Wilderness Trail Bikes, and
a board member of Bikes Belong,
believes the organization, and the
country, will get there.
“It’s hard to change a national
paradigm that’s as strong as the auto
culture in the U.S.,” Seidler said.
“We’re not saying it’s bad, get rid of
your car. We’re just saying let’s develop
alternatives so people have a choice
that’s good for the environment and
also good for your health.”
Dan D’Ambrosio is a business reporter for
the Burlington Free Press in Burlington,
Vermont, and the former editor of Adventure
Cyclist.

DISCOVER THE HEART OF AMERICA ON THIS
LIFE-CHANGING, CROSS-COUNTRY BIKE ADVENTURE.
Starting at Neah Bay, Washington, and ending at Key West, Florida, Paul Stutzman traversed
the five-thousand-mile distance between the two farthest points in the contiguous United States.
Through cold and heat, loneliness and exhaustion, abundance and kindness, Paul pedaled on.

Patrick O’Grady has written and cartooned
about cycling since 1989 for VeloNews, Bicycle
Retailer and Industry News, and a variety of

n

other publications. To read more from Patrick,
visit maddogmedia.wordpress.com.
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